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Service Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

24.2.1-p1 

11/4/2024 

Wellbeing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ The total suspension days for a student were not updated correctly when an early return 

date was added to a suspension 

⚫ NSW DoE Suspensions: Notice of Potential Expulsion was not allowing a suspension 

extension of 15 days 

Version 

Release date 

24.2.1-p2 

16/4/2024 

Enrolments 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Contacts: An issue with the 'can_self_guardianship' feature resulted in student 'self 

contacts' incorrectly syncing, causing problems with student contact priority ordering 

Version 

Release date 

24.2.2 

22/4/2024 

Core Platform 

Improvements 

⚫ Removed the 24-hour expiry timeout from the login session cookie 

When logging in, the session cookie was set to automatically expire in the browser 24 hours 

from the initial login.  

 Academic Reports 

Issues resolved 

⚫ VCAA subject link for Mathematics Version 2.0 was not visible when adding subjects to a 

reporting period 

⚫ Banner component: School logo was not showing 

⚫ Updated the outcomes for NSW BOS 11-12 Geography 

⚫ Banner Logo header style: School logo was not showing 

⚫ School Activity Points component: This component would cause an error when printing 

⚫ Achievement Tally component: When printing reports with this component, an error 

displayed if Subject Group was selected 
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 Activities 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Activity event repeated in the parent calendar every day even though it was set to run on 

specific days of a week 

⚫ Unpublishing an activity did not remove existing Portal permissions 

⚫ Activity permission slips (granted by parents) incorrectly displayed as "Unknown" in the 

activity permission response section 

⚫ Calendar was not automatically updated on archiving an activity 

⚫ Duplicate invoices were sometimes created for all students in a published activity when 

one or more students were added to (or removed from) the activity 

This issue occurred if the ‘Create portal payment requests for invoices when publishing to 

portal?’ setting was set to Yes on the Fees, Billing & Invoicing Settings screen in the Fees, 

Billing & Payments module  

Setup Fees, Billing & Payments | Fees, Billing & Invoicing Settings 

 Analysis 

Issues resolved 

⚫ NAPLAN data was displaying as numerical bands instead of proficiency ratings 

Calendars 

Improvements 

⚫ Provided the ability to embed Calendar views in external websites 

 Continuum Tracker 

New features 

⚫ Victorian schools: Updated Continuum Tracker for Mathematics 2.0 

 Core\Data Sync 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Data Sync: The setting called 'Ignore non-residential guardian contacts' was not being 

respected 

This issue affected NSW DoE schools. 

 Enrolments 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Case management screen for departed students redirected to the new school instead of 

the departed school 

Student overview | Confidential | View Active Cases button | Case Management screen | 

[Student Name link] selected 
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 Fees and Billing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Sentral Pay: Selecting an Activity as the Billing Group when creating a new payment 

request sometimes selected students from a different activity 

If the Create New Payment Request button was clicked on the Sentral Pay | Payment Requests 

screen, and an activity was selected as the Billing Group, the payment requests were 

sometimes linked to students from a different activity. 

Note: This issue only affected payment requests created via the Create New Payment Request 

button. Payment requests created by publishing an activity or an invoice to the parent portal 

were not affected. 

⚫ Banking [NSW DoE]: End of Day Summary report sometimes included cancelled 

payments in calculation of amounts displayed in Till column(s) 

The issue only occurred if a payment was created in one batch and cancelled in a different 

batch. 

This issue affected NSW DoE schools only. 

 Health 

Improvements 

⚫ The Edit button no longer displays against an audit event 

Health Setup | Medication | Medications | Audit log tab 

⚫ Data Sync: The Anaphylaxis label was not being displayed for anaphylactic medical 

conditions 

An 'Anaphylaxis' label now appears when viewing the medical condition in Health and Profiles if 

the 'Has been Prescribed with EpiPen' option is set to Yes. 

This issue affected Enrolments schools. 

⚫ Stock Item screen: Updated the 'Reference No' field label to 'Reference/Serial No' 

⚫ Medical Conditions: High Risk and Anaphylaxis fields for a medical condition were 

editable despite the fields being disabled in instances where the medical condition data 

should be read only 

 Issues resolved 

⚫ Flags: The 'No ASCIA Plan' flag was incorrectly shown for certain students when they 

already had a plan 

This only affected NSW DoE schools on the SAIS data service. 

⚫ Attempting to print the Medical Emergency Report would result in a Sentral Exception 

error if several medical conditions existed 

⚫ Medical data was not displaying properly on students' medical record screens 

This resulted in extra columns and rows of white space being introduced, pushing out certain 

data displays such as medical conditions. 

⚫ Selecting the Medication hyperlink on the Scheduled Medication screen resulted in a 

Sentral Exception error 

⚫ High risk and anaphylaxis conditions were able to be added directly through Sentral 

when this should not have been possible 

This issue affected NSW DoE schools on the SAIS data service. 

⚫ Medical Emergency Report: Attempting to generate this report would result in an error if 

the Details field contained special characters 
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 Interviews 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Break times were displaying as available in the report 

Interviews | Actions | Print all schedules with blanks 

⚫ Interview reports did not populate with a data field to indicate if an interpreter was 

requested 

⚫ Incorrect information displayed in the Booking Overview section 

 Portal 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Added an error message when an deactivated user attempts to log in to Parent Portal 

 Resource Booking 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Resources: A resource that was linked to a timetabled room did not properly show the 

resource being held by an existing timetabled meeting 

For schools using Edval, meetings (i.e. Staff Meetings) sync'd to Sentral Timetables did not 

properly display in Resource Booking where the resource set up as a room was held by the 

timetabled meeting. 

 Student Profiles 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Emergency contacts 1 and 2 were not showing on the Student Contact Card Printout or 

Admin Enquiry 

 Wellbeing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ When exporting an Incident report, the Incident Description field was limited to 255 

characters 

 


